


 

TIM PIGOTT-SMITH’S REFLECTIONS ON KING CHARLES III   
 

As I read Nancy Coleman’s Times article about the uncanny ways in which King Charles III 
anticipates recent developments in the lives of Prince Harry and his bride, I couldn’t help   

recalling some exchanges I enjoyed several years ago with the remarkable performer who 

played the title role in Mike Bartlett’s insightful depiction of Britain’s royal family.  
 

My wife and I attended a riveting Broadway performance of Bartlett’s play at The Music 

Box on Sunday, November 29, 2015. And to our delight, Tim Pigott-Smith invited us to join 

him afterwards for what turned out to be a memorable conversation in his dressing room. 

In 1994 he’d contributed a brilliant foreword to an edition of Measure for Measure that I 

was producing for THE EVERYMAN SHAKESPEARE, a paperback set under the aegis of J. M. Dent at 

Orion House in London. So I was grateful for an opportunity to thank him, not only for his 

thought-provoking analysis of one of the theater’s most psychologically and ethically   

profound works, but for his indelible rendering of Angelo in the BBC/TIME-LIFE series that 

was presented on this side of the Atlantic as The Shakespeare Plays. I also wanted to congratulate 

Tim for roles such as his riveting portrayal of Colonel Merrick in PBS’s The Jewel in the Crown.   
 

What I was most interested in exploring on this occasion, however, was the memorable       

experience that he and his colleagues were providing in a fresh script that pulsated with 

blank verse, a dramatic vehicle that seemed surprisingly natural in this context, but one 

that managed at the same time to feel hauntingly reminiscent of the supple discourse that had 

captivated 16th– and 17th-century English audiences at the Globe and the Blackfriars.   
 

It soon became clear that Tim shared my admiration for a modern dramatist who’d come 

up with what he wittily depicted as a “future history play.” Comparing Mike Bartlett not 

only to the author of such classics as the Henry plays, Macbeth, Antony and Cleopatra, and 

The Taming of the Shrew, but to a 20th-century American writer, Tim recalled how impressed 

he’d been by “Moss Hart’s wonderful Act One,” a work that reinforced his conviction that 

“unlike a lawyer or a doctor, each of whom can use precedent and example and experience as 

they age, the playwright enters a new land with its own rules every time he starts a new play.” 
 

Responding by email to a question about how Mr. Bartlett and director Rupert Goold had    

chosen to portray Prince William’s wife, Tim said “Our Kate is, I guess, a teaspoonful of      

Margaret of Anjou, a tablespoon of Lady M, a pinch of Cleo, and a splash of pre-tamed Kate.” 

He then asked “How great is Mike Bartlett?” and advised observers to “Watch his space!”  
 

And so we’re now doing, grateful that in 2017, a little more than a year after the theatrical 

presentation of King Charles III that my wife and I enjoyed in a storied Broadway venue, we had a 

chance to applaud Rupert Goold’s adaptation of Bartlett’s script for television, a presentation 

that we found just as powerful as the staging that had moved us so deeply on an overcast 

autumn evening in Manhattan’s theater district. Not only does the screen version of the drama 

preserve King Charles III for posterity; it provides an enduring reminder of the charismatic artistry of 

a performer who left us much too soon, at the height of his powers as one of the leading   

exemplars of what will long be cherished as a golden age of classical acting. 
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